IV.

THE ORKNEY BAILIES AND THEIR WATTEL.

BY J. STORER CLOUSTON, F.S.A.Scot.

It is a considerable number of years since Captain Thomas and Mr Gilbert Goudie contributed to these Proceedings their studies of the ancient Orkney and Shetland rentals. Among the features which they both found to be particularly obscure and perplexing was that tax called the "Wattel." Both accepted the explanation that it formed (in the case of Orkney) a payment to the parish bailies, or (in the case of Shetland) to the corresponding underfouds; though at the time they wrote no very trustworthy evidence even of this seems to have been forthcoming.

Since then some definite evidence has been unearthed with regard to the wattel in Orkney, making certain points pretty clear, and, though the earlier history of this tax still remains a matter of speculation, it may be worth while setting down what is actually known, and also what may reasonably be inferred from the known facts; especially as fresh light is thereby thrown on those elusive functionaries, the early Orkney bailies, whose very names—with one or two rare exceptions—have vanished from record, and of whose exact position in the social fabric there are singularly few hints.

In the first place, I may say that personally I think one can accept without hesitation the derivation of the word "wattel" suggested by Mr Goudie in a footnote to his paper republished in Antiquities of Shetland (p. 181). He there derives it from veizla (=veitsla), the reception or entertainment which the Norse kings, or their barons and stewards, were entitled by law to exact from the landowners of the different districts visited. In Orkney the earl would, of course, take the place of the king, and that this obligation should then crystallise into a tax, and its name be corrupted from "veitsla" into "wattel," seem very natural developments. No other explanation, with any show of reason or evidence to support it, has been brought forward.

The earliest documentary evidence is contained in the grants of the island of Burray to the Bishop of Orkney in 1494, and of the lordships of Orkney and Shetland to Lord Sinclair in 1501, and in Lord Sinclair's rentals of 1492 and 1502-03. In the first two cases we find

1 "What is a Pennyland?" (Thomas), Proceedings, 1883-84; "Notes on Unpublished Rentals" (Goudie), ibid., 1884-85.
2 See Oxford Icelandic Dictionary, under letter Z.
3 Transcripts of first three in Mackenzie's MSS. (Balfour Castle). 1502-03 rental published in Peterkin's Rentals of the County of Orkney.
the term included among the pertinents of the lands granted, and in the rentals we see it among the duties to be levied by the tacksman of each parish and paid by him to Lord Sinclair at the rate of one setten of malt, or its equivalent, from every pennyland paying scat or rent to the Crown (bishopric lands being exempted). In the North Isles this equivalent took the regular form of 1½ set tens beir. In the rental of Burray the amount of wattel is stated, followed by the words “apart from halkhens and other balliatus.” So that from these references alone we know it formed part of the bailiary perquisites, or fees earmarked for administrative work; that it was at the disposal of the governor for the time; and that it was paid to him direct and not to his subordinates, the local bailies.

There is, unfortunately, a long gap before the next rental—that of 1595. By that time the wattel had vanished altogether from the rental as a duty to be paid to the earl, but it makes one ambiguous appearance in the island of Sanday: “Thomas Sinclair pays yearly furth of his wattel of the bailyerie of Sanday 12 meils bear.” Evidently Thomas Sinclair was bailie, and apparently was handling the wattel himself, but why he should be paying 12 meils of beir out of it is left unexplained.

It is only in the latter half of the seventeenth century that we come at last to some specific evidence as to the relation of wattel to bailies.

On the last day of March 1673, in a sheriff court held at St Nicholas Kirk in Hoy, Alexander Mowat of Swinzie, “Bailzie of the said yle,” complained that he could not get the “Bailzie service” performed for him, and it was therefore ordained that if any person refused to perform the “service use and wont as to Bailzie dauargs and uther dew service,” they should be fined £2, 10s. Scots. Further, “anent the complaint given in be the said Bailzie anent the deficiencie in payment of the wattel dewtie,” it was ordained that “ilk pennyland in the said Bailziarie shall make payment of a halff setting malt and a wattel fowl from each house yeirely.”

Again, on 5th June 1688, there is a note of the services and wattel due to John Sinclair of Brabister, lately appointed bailie of Firth. The services consist of “thrie dayes bailzie darges . . . out of everie reik of the parochine.” Then at the end we get this: “Nota that the watle is payaball out of the pennyland at the rait of halff setting of malt or sixtene merk of bear out of each pennyland in the paroch, the bear or

1 Papers in author’s possession.
2 Darg or dark=a day’s work. In this case they were day’s work done for the bailie.
3 Papers in author’s possession.
4 Reik=a house.
malt at the optione alwayes of the said Jon Sinclair, together with a
watle foule out of everie reik 1 of the parochine."

Alexander Mowat and John Sinclair were new brooms, both being
Caithness lairds recently settled in Orkney, and in Firth these bailie
services had evidently become a dead letter and were now strongly
resented, for a paper dated 1688 2 narrates a supplication to the Sheriff
Principal by William Corrigall, John Hervey, Magnus Hervey, and
William Tailzeor in the "Mid ursland" 3 in the parish of Firth, in name
of the rest of the said ursland. They complain of the exactions of John
Sinclair in charging them for "bailie dawarkes and such emoliments"
ever paid to bailies before, such as David Heart, John Sclater of
Burnes, George Ritchie, chamberlain, or James Baikie of Burnes.
On the other hand, "bailerie daarks" were certainly being enforced in
St Andrews parish in 1666 under penalty of 4s. Scots "for ewerie
duark that they are absent in the yeir according to use and custome." 4

It is thus clear that the wattel by this time was paid direct to
the bailie, and also that it had been reduced to half the old rate, the
other half having evidently been commuted into services and fowls.

With so much certain information, we can now work back from this
point and learn something of the more distant past. The Compt Book
of Orkney for the years 1612-14 5 provides a couple of very instructive
items: the fees paid to two known bailies of the period. In the parish
of Firth, Thomas Robertson had "assignit to him in his fie" certain rents
and teinds amounting in all to 1¼ barrels of butter and 7 meils of malt
annually; evidently a fee of long standing, for it is stated that he is
"alledging right thairto during his lyfetyme." We actually find him
bailie of Harray and Stenness from 1592 onwards, 6 and as William
Sclater of Burness is found as bailie of Harray, Stenness, and Firth at
a later date, 7 and Thomas Robertson got his fee in Firth lands, he was
evidently bailie of Firth also. A number of charters from 1585 to 1600 8
concur in making a barrel of butter equal to 12 meils of malt, so that
his fee amounted to 25 meils in all; while the combined wattel of the
three parishes in 1503 was 28½ meils. His fee was thus a little less than
the wattel.

That this is no mere coincidence seems clear from the fee of another
known bailie given in this Compt Book. Edward Scollay of Strynie had
1½ lasts of beir "allowed yearly in his fie" out of Stronsay, and though

---

1 Hence frequently termed "reik hens."
2 Kirkwall Record Room.
3 One of the four ancient divisions of the parish of Firth, each containing a chapel of its own.
4 Kirkwall Record Room.
5 General Register House.
7 Skailll charters.
8 Mackenzie's MSS.
Stronsay is not in the early rentals, its wattel (omitting bishopric lands which were never included) can be calculated from the 1595 rental. It amounts to 1½ lasts, 4½ meils of beir (24 meils making the last). So that again, we find the bailie's fee fixed at a little less than the wattel.

It thus appears that from an early date the wattel formed the standard for the parish bailie's fees, though not unnaturally the Orkney tacksmen or earls would be on the safe side and see that the fee did not exceed the wattel. Then at length, the bailies were left to collect the wattel themselves, which they did, as we have seen, with varying degrees of rigour. It may be added, by the way, that Captain Thomas's observation regarding the absence of any wattel at all in certain parishes and islands is corrected by the 1492 rental, where wattel is entered for them also. Probably some question as to its exact amount (owing to untenanted lands, etc.) was the cause of its being omitted for the moment in making up the second rental.

Going now still further back, there is no further information till we reach the two early rentals of 1502-03 and 1492. In these, several fees are recorded: three in St Ola parish and one in Sandwick in 1492; two in St Ola, two in Stromness, and one each in Deerness and Rendall in 1502-03. The St Ola fees, all in the outskirts of Kirkwall, may pretty safely be put down to officials in the town, probably connected with the castle, the custody of which was included in the lease to Lord Sinclair. But in the outlying parishes the only officials known to record were the bailie, tacksman, and officer, with the possibility of any of Lord Sinclair's factors or chamberlains having their fees paid in this way.\footnote{Most fees of all officials—bailies included—were evidently paid by lump sum and not reduction of rent.}

The Compt Book already quoted gives the standard for tacksman's and officer's fees. In Stronsay the tacksman's fee was less than half the bailie's, and the officer's quarter of that; while in Sandwick the tacksman was only paid 8 meils, and the officer 3½. All these fees in the early rentals were much too large for tacksman or officer, so that they would seem to be bailie's fees for this reason alone, and as a matter of fact in four out of the five cases (St Ola being excluded) this can be established by a comparison with the wattel.

In 1492 Alexander Sinclair got "all detts" of seven pennylands in Sandwick "in his fee be me lord's writt," for a payment of a much reduced rent. The difference of rent, constituting the fee, amounted to 17s. sterling, while the wattel for Sandwick in 1492 came to 19s. sterling. So that one has again the same sort of ratio found in the Compt Book.

In 1503 Sir Robert Sutherland got two tacks in Stromness with similar reductions, "all the laif in his fee of my lord" in one case, and "citer
(cetere) in his fee" in the other. The total fee amounted to 11s. 7d.
sterling, and the combined wattel of Stromness and Graemsay (which
was a “pendicle of the maneland and payis all the kirkis dettis to the
kirk of Stromness quhilk is the proper paroche kirk”) came to 12s.
sterling. A clerical bailie, it may be added, was rare but not unknown,
Mr William Mudy and Mr Harry Colville both being found as bailies
later in the same century.

In the parish of Rendall in 1503 John Sclater paid 1½ lasts (36 meils)
for the six pennyland of Tingwall, instead of the old rent of 24 meils,
“and 12 meils in his fee.” The wattel, though omitted in the summa,
comes to 14 meils 2½ settens (6 settens to a meil)—once again a little
greater than the fee. And in the parish of Deerness the fee of William
“Swoundyis” (probably a misreading of Swannyis or Sweinson) in 1502
amounted to 13s. 10d. Scots,1 while the wattel was 16s. 10d. Scots. In both
these last cases the greater difference between fee and wattel finds an
explanation in the rental itself. In Rendall some of the land was un-
tenanted, and in Deerness a considerable share of the scats of the king’s
land was uplifted by the bishop, thereby reducing the revenues in both
cases. As some offset to this, a little was evidently clipped from the
bailie’s fee.2

The remaining case is that of Magnus Sinclair, who, in 1503, held
lands in Cairstane in Stromness for a greatly reduced rent, “Citer in
his fee.” In this instance the fee was much too great to be that of a
bailie, and suggests rather one of Lord Sinclair’s factors or chamber-
lains. But that the other four must have been bailies’ fees and not
mere cases of coincidence seems established by further considerations.
In the first place, an investigation of the innumerable other cases of
rent reduction (which occur in every other township in most parishes)
shows only three instances in which the reduction happens by chance
to approximate to the wattel; and in the second place, the wide
difference in the amounts of all these fees is explained at once by a
comparison with the wattel, but would otherwise be curiously capricious
and devoid of any apparent meaning.

Beyond this point the Orkney wattel cannot be traced, and, till some
fresh evidence comes to light, it must be left at the end of the fifteenth
century as a special bailiary tax, introduced at some unknown date

1 This entry in the published rental contains an evident misprint (or possibly misreading of
the original). His rent is stated to be 20 meils “price 40s. in his fee,” the old rent being
24 meils. This makes no sense at all. No doubt “Cit” (for “Citer”) has got transformed into
“40s.” In all cases the fee was the difference between the old and the reduced rent. He also
got “the grassum therof ilk ili yer xxs. in his fee”—i.e. 6s. 8d. Scots a year.

2 In the case of untenanted Crown lands the bailie was held (partly at least) responsible.
Commissions of bailiarie enjoin that he shall “use all possible means to provyde lawful
tenents for his majesties ley land, and use all means to prevent the lying ley thereof.”
previously in lieu of a still earlier obligation to entertain the earl when he moved about the islands (I think there can really be no doubt of this), collected by the governor for the time, earl or tacksman, whoever he might be, and used in each parish as the basis of the bailie's fee.

Coming to the bailies themselves, reference was made at the beginning of this paper to the obscurity surrounding their origin and early status. This obscurity can perhaps be best realised by comparing them with the analogous officials in Shetland, the parish underfouds. Shetland was removed from the jurisdiction of the Orkney earls at the end of the twelfth century, and placed under direct Norwegian control, and "foud" is the Norwegian fogett, an official whose functions the fouds actually filled; they collected the taxes, held local courts, administered law and order, and most, or sometimes all, of them are found upon each of the Shetland Lawting Courts of which record is left. Again and again one finds them in documents of various sorts: Magnus Bolt, underfoud of Vawiss (1510), William Lyusson, foud of Yell (1538), Bernard Gray and William Gray, underfouds of Unst (1543), are a few instances from the scanty collection of Shetland deeds of the period.

In Orkney the very name "bailie" is Scottish, and there is no trace of any Norse title ever applied to these officials. They held local courts and administered the law, as in Shetland; but, except very occasionally when the offices of bailie and tacksman were combined, they did not collect the taxes, and though an infinitely greater number of Orkney deeds survive from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, one scarcely ever finds a bailie with his title of office attached as in Shetland (apart from the bailies of Kirkwall). Indeed, before 1546 only two Orkney parish bailies are known, besides one bishopric bailie. That there was something radically different in the genesis of the two sets of functionaries, and also in the precise position they occupied, seems certain, and any further gleam of light on the early bailies is most valuable.

Hitherto it has only been possible to study them after the middle of the sixteenth century. By that time a strong flavour of imported feudalism is apparent. One of the great territorial magnates created by the feuing of large tracts of bishopric and earldom lands from 1560 onwards is usually found as "bailie principal," while under him a "bailie depute" generally held the courts and did most of the work. In a number of cases the office of bailie of the lands feuded and of the parish in which they lay was included in the feu charter. In other cases, again, a less opulent and widely acred gentleman would hold
the office and do the work himself, but such cases would seem to have been decidedly the exception. Even before the first recorded feu charter, Oliver Sinclair of Pitcairns, the first sheriff of Orkney, appointed in 1541, had made one of his factors, Edward Sinclair of Strome, bailie principal of St Andrews parish,\(^1\) and in 1558 an edict directed to the "bailie depute of Harray" is on record.\(^2\)

It is before 1541, before the substitution of a sheriff for the old lawman, and the marked Scottification of Orkney which can be traced from that date, that one wants more evidence concerning the bailies; and this small collection of three names in 1502-03, added to James Spens, known to have been bailie of Harray in 1504,\(^3\) and Richard Sinclair, recorded as bailie of South Ronaldsay in 1508,\(^4\) gives five parish bailies of this period (apart from Alexander Sinclair, bailie in 1492, but no longer having the same fee in 1503), and provides a little further information.

One can note in the first place that though all seem probably to have been landowners, not one of the five belonged to the largest land-owning families in their respective parishes. The Spences, for instance, owned only a very little land in Harray, besides a little in Stenness (which always seems to have been conjoined with Harray), and James Spens himself—assuming him to be the same man—held a substantial tack in Stromness parish in 1492. It is thus certain that the early bailies were not associated with the largest estates in the district, like the later bailie principals.

A second feature is that out of the five there is only one who can possibly be identified with any of the names on the six extant decrees of court between 1500 and 1522, and that is John Sclater, who may perhaps be the same as John of Burness (certainly a Sclater) found in 1522. To realise the significance of this, we may compare this absence of the known bailies from the decrees of court with the presence of other names in the rental. Three transactions respecting land in Paplay, Stenness, and Wyre are witnessed by four men each, evidently representative landowners or large tacksmen, making eleven in all (one appears twice). Of these eleven no fewer than eight appear in one or other of the six decrees, several of the names occurring in two or three different dooms.

Statistics are said to be capable of proving anything; but if the Orkney bailies were, like the Shetland fouds, regular members of the head courts, surely such a very extraordinary difference would be impossible. The conclusion indeed seems inevitable that though some bailies may have been "roithmen" or head court representatives

---

\(^1\) Records of the Earldom of Orkney, No. L.  
\(^2\) Ibid., No. XLIX.  
\(^3\) Ibid., No. XXXIV.  
\(^4\) Ibid., No. XXXVIIa.
(possibly in districts where there were no sufficiently representative "landitmen"), they were not so as a rule.

All these facts (and perhaps particularly its Scottish title with no recorded Norse equivalent) point to the office of bailie in Orkney as not being a very ancient institution, but probably a creation of the Sinclair earls for the better administration of the islands. As to the question of what machinery was there before them, that offers a wide field for speculation—too wide to be entered upon in this paper.

---

**MONDAY, 9th May 1921.**

GEORGE MACDONALD, C.B., F.B.A., LL.D., in the Chair.

Before proceeding with the ordinary business, the Chairman took the opportunity of referring to the munificent gift to the Society of the collection of Scottish coins brought together by the late Thomas Coats of Ferguslie. This had been presented by Sir Thomas Glen Coats, Bart., and the other members of the family. The collection, which was the finest in existence, had been selected with great judgment, care, and knowledge, and when added to that at present in the National Museum, provided a representation of a national coinage such as probably no other country could show. He begged to move a sincere vote of thanks to the donors, which motion was carried with acclamation.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:—

RASHHARI BANERJEA, M.B., F.I.A.Sc., M.R.A.S., Santi Cootir, Bally, Bengal, India.

JAMES EGGLETON, Curator, Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, 14 Falkland Mansions, Hyndland, Glasgow.


THOMAS DUNCAN HUNTER, J.P., 11 Gloucester Place.

MARTIN HOWARD SHARP, Banker, 33 Palmerston Place.

The following Donations to the Museum were intimated, and thanks voted to the Donors:—

(1) By THE PARISH COUNCIL OF DUNBAR.

Earthenware Pot, 4 inches in height, of buff-coloured clay, unglazed, wheel-turned, of globular shape, with short constricted neck, everted
DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

rim, and slightly convex base, having a broad shallow spiral fluting from base to neck both outside and inside, found in a slab-lined grave in the churchyard at Dunbar.

(2) By Mr James Dickie and Mr Robert P. Brownlie, Kingskettle.

Cinerary Urn, found near those already recorded from Kettle Farm, Kingskettle, Fife. (See previous communication by J. Graham Callander, p. 40.)

(3) By Mr D. Law, Losset, Alyth.

Iron mounting of a wooden Peat Spade, 12½ inches by 8½ inches, with broad cutting edge, of pointed oval shape, with upright tusk or cutter on one side, from Alyth, Perthshire.

(4) Bequeathed by Mrs M. G. C. Nisbet Hamilton Ogilvy, F.S.A. Scot.

String of ninety-six Oriental Pearls, being part of a string of pearls given by Queen Elizabeth to William, first Lord Sherard. The following pedigree shows how the pearls passed from the first Lord Sherard to the late Mrs Nisbet Hamilton Ogilvie.

Pedigree of the Pearls.


Lucy Sherard of Alford and Bloxholm, Co. Lincoln (1676-1751), became the second wife of John, second Duke of Rutland.

General Lord Robert Manners of Bloxholm and Alford (1717-82). Married Mary Digges of Roehampton.

Mary Manners (1756-1834). Married William Hamilton Nisbet of Dirleton and Belhaven, East Lothian.

Mary Hamilton Nisbet of Dirleton and Belhaven (1777-1855). Married Thomas, seventh Earl of Elgin.

Lady Mary Bruce (1801-83). Married Robert A. Dundas, and she and her husband assumed successively the surnames of Christopher,
and of Nisbet Hamilton, on Lady Mary succeeding to the Bloxholm and Alford estates in 1835, and to the Belhaven and Dirleton estates in 1855.


Mr Wm. Brook, F.S.A. Scot., after examining the pearls reports:
“The necklet consists of ninety-six Oriental whole pearls strung in a single row on silk. The three last pearls at either end have intervening knots. The total length of the row, exclusive of the snap, is 14½ inches. The weight inclusive of the snap is 170·36 grains, so that the average weight of each pearl is about 1·774 grains. The pearls approximate in size to each other; a few are noticeably larger than the average, and these are placed nearer the two ends. There is no attempt in the stringing at a definite arrangement such as the gradation of the pearls. The quality of the stones varies. There are some extremely poor, there are others very good, but taking the necklace as a whole, it may be said, that the pearls are good; the orient is remarkably bright. They are in excellent condition, and considering the age of the necklace, there are few signs of wear. The shapes of the pearls vary considerably. There are some which are round, others pear-shaped, oval, flat, etc. The present snap is obviously modern.”

(5) By Thomas May, M.A., F.S.A. Scot., F.S.A.
Second Brass of Faustina the Elder, found in a garden in Mitchell Street, Crieff, near the mouth of a well dug in 1860 to tap an ancient spring and rivulet known to exist alongside an old drove road, now Mitchell Street.

(6) By Mr Alexander Macpherson, 10 Forrest Road.
Horn Spoon and Fork, both 9½ inches long.

(7) By W. Eagle Clarke, LL.D., Royal Scottish Museum.
Oblong object of white metal, 1½ inch by 1 inch by ½ inch, one end recurved, tapering slightly towards the other, from which there is a projection, ¼ inch long, having a rouletted geometrical design on the two faces and engraved chevrons on the edges, the interior packed with a hard substance, from the Fair Isle, Shetland. An object of similar character was discovered in the hoard of late-Celtic tools and other objects of iron and bronze contained in the bronze caldron from Carlingwark Loch, Kirkcudbright.
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(8) By Mr Andrew Urquhart, M.A., J.P., School House, Bonar-Bridge, through Professor W. J. Watson, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.

Socketed Bronze Axe, 2\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches long, 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) inch across cutting edge, with broken loop on one side, encircled round the mouth of the socket by two mouldings, found in making a new teeing ground near No. 8 hole on golf-links, opposite school garden, at Bonar-Bridge, Sutherland.

Donations to the Library:—

(1) By the FINNISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Anglo-Saxon Coins found in Finland. By C. A. Nordman. Helsingfors, 1921.

(2) By A. Leslie Armstrong, F.S.A. Scot., the Author.


Purchases for the Museum and Library:—

Boring Instrument of seal bone, 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches in length, carefully pointed at one end, found among the ruins of the outside wall on the north side of the broch known as the Knowe of Stenso, Evie, Orkney. Dumbartonshire. Part II. By John Irving. Dumbarton, 1820.

The following Communications were read:—